
MEG Results Hypothesis: Discourse Belief-updating

❖ No right-lateral increase factual > modal

❖ Could be due to missing 3rd person character
▪ representing belief of other VS representing own beliefs [Exp 2]
▪ rTPJ activated in ToM tasks thinking about others beliefs[7]

❖ If so, we still expect self-belief-updating also, but where?

❖Medial frontal brain regions: non-modal > modal when
embedded in factual BUT NOT in conditional sentences

→ Compatible with belief-updating hypothesis

❖ Suggests   that   brain   separates   (temporary)   mental 
representations   of   other’s   beliefs   from   their  own
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Maybe not

Maybe blue

This is Puss in Boots

Materials
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Materials
❖40 controlled stimuli sets in total [Table 1]
❖Contexts pre-normed, selected >70% flavor bias

[Table 1] Example set (flavor: obligation/likelihood * certainty (possibility / necessity / factual)

❖ No increase for modality, but for factuality

❖ non-modal > modal in right Temporoparietal Junction (rTPJ),
right Inferior Parietal Sulcus (rIPS) and right medial surfaces
(cuneus-PCC) spatiotemporal cluster from 210-350 ms

→ Could reflect updating belief state
▪ right hemisphere related to pragmatic processing and

contextual coherence[8,9]

▪ rTPJ plays a role in theory revision and conceptual change[10, 11]

▪ rIPS represents newly learnt mental models[12]

❖ Or effect due to something else? (e.g. polysemy or ellipsis)
❖ If non-modal > modal really represents belief updating, we

expect effect to go away under uncertainty (e.g. when
embedded in conditional structure) [Experiment 2]

Context CASTLE                                                               [fac = factual, pol = polysemous]

Target* Factual [+novel, + certainty] *(word-by-word, 300ms on/ 150ms off)

may Knights           |  carry  |  heavy  |  armor,       | so | their |  squires |  may | too.

might Noblemen       |  own |  many |  weapons,  | so | their |  squires |  might | too.

do Commanders  |  use   |  large   |  swords,     | so | their |  squires |  do | too.

Conditional [+ novel, - certainty]

may If |  commanders  | own    |  many  |  weapons,    | their |  squires |  may | too.

might If |  knights |  use    |  large | swords,    | their |  squires |  might | too.

do If  |  noblemen     |  carry |  heavy | armor,      | their |  squires |  do | too.

Presupposed [- novel, + certainty]

may Since | noblemen      | use    |  large   |  swords,  | their |  squires |  may  | too.

might Since | commanders | carry |  heavy | armor,     | their |  squires | might | too.

do Since | knights     | own |  many  | weapons, | their |  squires |  do | too.
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[Figure 1] Assertions (A) versus modals (B)
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[Figure 3]

….      may /must / do too.

210-350 ms
p = .033
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Whole-brain analysis

❖ Test: ANOVA: spatio-temporal cluster-based
permutation multivariate 2(flavor) X 3(force)

❖ Time win.: 100–900 ms, Min. cluster: 25 ms, 10
sources, p > .05
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“His boots may be blue.”

Possibility statement

“His boots are blue.”

Factual statement

Belief-update Postulate Possible Worlds

Beliefs about
Puss in Boots

He wears boots.
+ His boots are blue.

Beliefs about
Puss in Boots

He wears boots.

Possibilities 
compatible with beliefs

Maybe not

Right-lateral increase 
for factual statements

Certainty

Certainty * Flavor

Question: What are the neural 
bases of linguistic modality?
▪ Factual versus modal statement?
▪ Difference in processing modals 

with different certainty and flavors? 

Experiment 2: Follow Up on Discourse Belief Updating

Obligation (deontic) *(word-by-word, 300ms on/ 150ms off)

Context Normally, only knights sit at the round table.

Target*

possibility But  | the king  |   says            | that  | their squires |  may | too.

necessity But  | the king  |   states          | that  | their squires | must | too.

factual But  | the king  |   learns          | that  | their squires |  do     | too.

Likelihood (epistemic)

Context Apparently, knights overhear a lot of secrets in the castle.

Target

possibility But | the servant | thinks | that | their squires | may | too.

necessity But  | the servant | concludes | that  | their squires |  must | too.  

factual But  | the servant | realizes   _| that  | their squires |  do | too.

[Figure 2]
Magnetoencephalography (MEG)
N=25, RSVP, Task: congruency judgment

Stimuli differences compared to Experiment 1:
❖ Added sentence type manipulation
❖ No flavor manipulation
❖ must -> might

[Table 2] Example set (type: factual/conditonal/presupposed * verb (may [-fac, +pol] / might [-fac, -pol] / do [+fac, -pol])

❖ Reduced context
❖ No third person embedding

(e.g. so the king says that...)

Procedure same [Experiment 2], N=20 (11 AD; 9 NY), Task: conclusion validation

Belief updating Low-level Polysemy 

do > may/might do > may/might do/might > may

X do > may/might do/might > may

❖ Modal words = refer to possibilities and
necessities not actual or known[1,2]

❖ When accepting new information about
any given world, information can be:
A) added to the discourse model[3] or B)
located in the space of possibilities

[Figure 1]

❖ .may & must polysemous in denoting possibilities
▪ compatible with certain rules → obligation
▪ compatible with what is known → likelihood

❖ Inferential modality argued to presuppose
Theory of Mind (ToM)[4]

= the ability to reason about mental representations

❖ ToM network [5-7]: here showing right hemisphere

❖ Hypothesis: ToM regions activity increase for
likelihood > obligation > factual

Experiment 1: Neural Correlates of Modality

[** Region of Interest: left/right IPS, mPFC, PCC,    
rACC, TPJ, STS & IFG] → No significant effect 
other than reported below for rIPS and rTPJ 

❖Results ROI analyses unreported**
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ROI analysis*** 

❖ Test: ANOVA: temporal cluster-based permutation
multivariate 2(type) X 3(verb)

❖ Time win.: 150–400 ms, Min. cluster: 25 ms, p > .05
❖ ROIS: left/right IPS, mPFC, PCC, rACC, TPJ & STS

Supported by NYU-Abu Dhabi Grant G1001

❖ No replication non-modal > modal in right lateral hemisphere, (150-500ms)
❖ Do find non-modal > modal in left rACC and right mPFC [Figure 4]

▪ for factual sentences but NOT for conditonal sentences
▪ and the opposite pattern modal > non-modal for presupposed sentences

→ In line with belief update hypothesis (belief not updated under uncertainty)

365-395 ms
p = .034

345-370 ms
p = .032

[Figure 4]

General Discussion

Take Aways

❖40 controlled stimuli sets in total [Table 2] ROI analysis (not corrected for multiple comparisons)

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Test Details

***not corrected for multiple comparisons)
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Factual

Conditional

❖ Factual do elicits more activation than
modal verbs may/must in right lateral
regions (rIPS and rTPJ)

❖ We take this to be indicative of
discourse belief updating: do adds to
beliefs while modals merely postulate
possiblities compatible with beliefs

❖ This belief updating seems to reflect
changes in the representations of
others’ mental states

❖ Frontal medial areas might be involved
in updating one’s own discourse beliefs

Effect of FACTUALITY
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